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THIRD-PARTY PREISSUANCE SUBMISSION UNDER 37 C.F.R. § 1.290
CONCISE DESCRIPTION OF RELEVANCE

Cite No. 1 – Document Number US 2004/0089983

Commissioner for Patents
PO Box 1450
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Dear Examiner Von Buhr:

Listed on accompanying Form PTO/SB/429 are documents that may be considered material to the patentability of this application pursuant to 37 C.F.R. § 1.290. Copies of the patents or publications cited are enclosed, except as waived by 37 C.F.R. § 1.290(d)(3).

In accordance with 37 C.F.R. § 1.290(d)(2), Petitioners' undersigned representative submits the following concise description of relevance for the Jamalabad reference (US 2004/0089983) (“Jamalabad”), Cite No. 1 on Form PTO/SB/429:

Jamalabad discloses a method for generating removable support structures having substantially less volume and requiring less build time than conventional support structures in Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM) systems. See Jamalabad at ¶¶ 0007, 0017-0018, 0071. Such a method is significantly similar to the support generation technique for deposition-based digital manufacturing systems described in ¶¶ 0002-0004, 0014 of the Specification and recited by Claims 1-3, 8-9, 13, and 15-16 of the instant
Application. Specifically, Jamalabad teaches a method for generated minimized support structures that accepts two-dimensional curves—which can be approximated as polylines or a series of ordered points—for each layer as input, representing the inner and outer perimeters of the model material. See Jamalabad at ¶¶ 0018-0019, 0076. Such two-dimensional curves and ordered points are analogous to the boundary polygon and vertices of a layer of support structure recited by independent Claims 1, 8, and 15, and their respective dependent claims.

Jamalabad also teaches that the layers of support material are to be processed iteratively from top to bottom, with each layer indented or offset from the layer immediately above it. See Jamalabad at ¶¶ 0072-0076; 0091-0097; Fig 18. This method performs the same function as the polygon offsetting procedures recited in Claims 1-4, 8-11, 13, and 15-17. Moreover, Jamalabad teaches that the indent should vary between about one-tenth and about one-half of a bead diameter, much as ¶¶ 0037, 0041-0042 of the Specification require the first, second, and third “vertex travel distance[s]” vary between about 15% and 50% of the road width. See Jamalabad at ¶¶ 0072-0074. Thus, Figures 14A-15C (described in ¶¶ 0071-0077) of Jamalabad illustrate cross-sectional views of generated support structures that are substantially similar to the planar views illustrated in Figures 4A-6H of the Application. Finally, Jamalabad teaches a procedure for tool path generation for minimized support structures, as recited by Claims 14 and 15 of the Application. See Jamalabad at ¶ 0020-0021, 0077, 0101; Fig. 20.

Should Examiner or the Office find that the above statement of relevance, or any portion thereof, is non-compliant with some requirement of 37 C.F.R. § 1.290, Petitioners respectfully request the third-party submission be entered if the error is of such minor character that it does not raise an ambiguity as to the content of the submission. See 70 Fed. Reg. 42,150, 42,168 (July 17, 2012).
Respectfully submitted,

ELECTRONIC FRONTIER FOUNDATION

By its counsel,

Kit Walsh
Clinical Instructional Fellow, Cyberlaw Clinic,
Berkman Center for Internet and Society
Harvard Law School
23 Everett Street, 2nd Floor
Cambridge, MA 02138
Phone: (617) 495-7547
Fax: (617) 495-7641

Date: January 22, 2013
THIRD-PARTY PREISSUANCE SUBMISSION UNDER 37 C.F.R. § 1.290
CONCISE DESCRIPTION OF RELEVANCE

Cite No. 2 – Document Number EP-0666164 A2

Commissioner for Patents
PO Box 1450
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Dear Examiner Von Buhr:

Listed on accompanying Form PTO/SB/429 are documents that may be considered material to the patentability of this application pursuant to 37 C.F.R. § 1.290. Copies of the patents or publications cited are enclosed, except as waived by 37 C.F.R. § 1.290(d)(3).

In accordance with 37 C.F.R. § 1.290(d)(2), Petitioners' undersigned representative submits the following concise description of relevance for the Abrams reference (EP-0666164 A2) ("Abrams"), Cite No. 2 on Form PTO/SB/429:

Abrams discloses a part fabrication method that substantially reduces the manufacturing time and amount of support material required for a large class of geometries, including those that comprise an “overhang.” See Abrams at col. 2, ll. 14-18, 22-27, 44-58; col. 3, ll. 1-3. Such a method is substantially similar in its approach and its intended benefits to the structure generation technique described in ¶ 0014 of the Specification and recited by Claims 1-20 of the instant Application. Specifically, Abrams
teaches a continuous extrusion part fabrication method whereby new material is “shelved” horizontally out from the base material such that the moment induced by vertical gravitational force on an unsupported overhang is substantially resisted by adhesion of the new material to the base material. See Abrams at col. 1, ll. 31-47; col. 2, ll. 28-41; col. 4, ll. 28-32. Such an extrusion-based system is an example of a deposition-based digital manufacturing system as described in ¶¶ 0002-0004 of the Specification and recited by Claims 1-3, 8-9, 13, and 15-16. Though much of Abrams is directed to building layers of model material, as shown in Figures 5-7, a preferred embodiment teaches the use of shelving in generating support structures, as shown in Figure 4. See Abrams at col. 10, ll. 21-44; Figs. 4-7. The polygon offsetting procedures recited in Claims 1-4, 8-11, 13, 15-17 of the Application operate on this same shelving principal; thus, Figures 4A, 4H, 5H, and 6H in the Application are analogous to Figures 5, 6, and 7 in Adams. In particular, the first, second, and third “vertex travel distance[s]” described in ¶¶ 0037, 0041-0042 of the Specification correspond to the “shelf distance” taught by Abrams. See Abrams col. 4, ll. 28-32; col. 10, ll. 42-44. Similarly, “road width” described in ¶¶ 0032, 0037 of the Specification and recited in Claims 2-3, 9, 13, 16-17 corresponds to “bead width” in Abrams. See Abrams col. 5, ll. 27-30; Fig. 4. Finally, Abrams teaches a path generation procedure for the extruded model material, reminiscent of the “tool path” recited in Claims 14 and 15. See Abrams cols. 7-10.

Should Examiner or the Office find that the above statement of relevance, or any portion thereof, is non-compliant with some requirement of 37 C.F.R. § 1.290, Petitioners respectfully request the third-party submission be entered if the error is of such minor character that it does not raise an ambiguity as to the content of the submission. See 70 Fed. Reg. 42,150, 42,168 (July 17, 2012).
Respectfully submitted,

ELECTRONIC FRONTIER FOUNDATION

By its counsel,

Kit Walsh
Clinical Instructional Fellow, Cyberlaw Clinic,
Berkman Center for Internet and Society
Harvard Law School
23 Everett Street, 2nd Floor
Cambridge, MA 02138
Phone: (617) 495-7547
Fax: (617) 495-7641

Date: January 22, 2013
THIRD-PARTY PREISSUANCE SUBMISSION UNDER 37 C.F.R. § 1.290
CONCISE DESCRIPTION OF RELEVANCE

Cite No. 3 – “The Polygon Package”

Commissioner for Patents
PO Box 1450
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Dear Examiner Von Buhr:

Listed on accompanying Form PTO/SB/429 are documents that may be considered material to the patentability of this application pursuant to 37 C.F.R. § 1.290. Copies of the patents or publications cited are enclosed, except as waived by 37 C.F.R. § 1.290(d)(3).

In accordance with 37 C.F.R. § 1.290(d)(2), Petitioners’ undersigned representative submits the following concise description of relevance for the Barton reference (“The Polygon Package”) (“Barton”), Cite No. 3 on Form PTO/SB/429:

Barton discloses a set of geometric operations—including intersection, inflation and deflation—that may be performed on two-dimensional polygons. See Barton at 3. Such polygons include those with holes or voids within their boundaries, as depicted in Figures 2 and 4, which are similar in configuration to those depicted in Figures 4A-6GH and recited in Claims 1-20 of the instant Application. See Barton at 3-4. Barton teaches a polygon inflation operation that expands all “anti-clockwise sheets” (i.e., outer boundary
polygons) and contracts all "clockwise sheets" (i.e., inner boundary polygons) by a given distance, which is equivalent to the "offsetting" polygon operations recited in Claims 1-4, 8, 10, and 15 and described in the Specification on pages 9-17. See Barton at 9. Barton also teaches a similar deflation operation. See Barton at 9. Barton further teaches a set of unary polygon operations (self-union, overlap, and underlap) employed to discover and repair malformed polygons, such as those produced by intersecting edges after an inflation or deflation operation. See Barton at 9-11. These operations are similar to the "safety zone polygon" and uniting procedures described in the Specification on page 9-16 and recited in Claims 5, 6, 11-13, and 18-19. In sum, the set of polygon operations taught by Barton are analogous to those operations recited in Claims 1-20. Compare, for example, the set of iterative polygon inflation operations in Figures 20(a)-(d) of Barton with those in Figures 4A, 4H, 5H, and 6H of the Application. See Barton at 9. In fact, for initial boundary polygons that are convex, the inflation and deflation operations of Barton perform the same function as Claims 1-20. See Specification at 12, ¶0045.

Should Examiner or the Office find that the above statement of relevance, or any portion thereof, is non-compliant with some requirement of 37 C.F.R. § 1.290, Petitioners respectfully request the third-party submission be entered if the error is of such minor character that it does not raise an ambiguity as to the content of the submission. See 70 Fed. Reg. 42,150, 42,168 (July 17, 2012).
Respectfully submitted,

ELECTRONIC FRONTIER FOUNDATION

By its counsel,

Kit Walsh
Clinical Instructional Fellow, Cyberlaw Clinic,
Berkman Center for Internet and Society
Harvard Law School
23 Everett Street, 2nd Floor
Cambridge, MA 02138
Phone: (617) 495-7547
Fax: (617) 495-7641

Date: January 22, 2013